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The SQL Schema Tool, or SST as it is now known, is a set of utilities for generating XML schema documents from SQL Server
databases, and, as the name implies, comparing those documents with other schema documents or other sets of SQL data. The
tool was originally designed for use by developers performing database migrations from one version to another and has been
refined over time for such a purpose. However, it's also a very useful utility for developers wishing to plan future updates or to
check for the presence of outdated schema in the system. You can quickly discover which objects (tables, views, synonyms,
triggers, stored procedures, indexes, constraints, foreign keys) are missing in the target schema or are out of date, and which
tables, views, or stored procs already exist in the target environment. You can identify the objects that no longer exist in the
target database or that have been altered by the target database (e.g. rows added/removed, or column definitions
added/removed). It also lets you generate draft schemas or snapshot the target database (via a DTS or SQL script) to create a
complete backup copy of the target database for easier revert if the current schema becomes invalid. The tool also provides a
complete overview of all existing relationships, and you can even export this information as an Microsoft Excel spreadsheet.
Once you have this setup, you can compare the two schemas to identify any missing or modified relationships, and most of the
time, you will end up with a schema update script that can be used to automate the update of the target database. The first
version of the tool was originally released as command-line tools for Windows platform, but it has long since been ported to
Linux and Macintosh platforms, and even to UNIX based platforms like Solaris. This article covers the manual process of using
the SQL Schema Tool. You’ll be creating and comparing database schema changes using command line, SQL Server
Management Studio, or even using ODBC directly. Configuring The SST CLI Tool: You can use either the standalone SQL
Schema Tool (SST) CLI or the command-line (SSCLI) version of the tool. You can also run the SST using SQL Server
Management Studio (SSMS). I highly recommend using the SSCLI tool unless you are very familiar with the CLI or you already
have scripts that will take you through the process of setting up the command-line tool. For more information on
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(click for more info) The SQL Schema Tool, or SST, is an XML-based utility designed to create or compare schema and data
files. The tool can be used to compare two or more SQL Server databases or DTS packages, even if they are configured to be
different editions of SQL Server. The tool is capable of comparing the SQL Server database and DTS packages found on a
server, as well as comparing XML schema documents. The tool allows the user to view changes and detected differences, as
well as generate update script(s) in cases of detected differences. For more details, refer to the following documentation:
Comparing SQL Server Database schema documents Check schema for differences between SQL Server databases Visual
Comparison and XML schema comparisons Compare SQL Server databases (SQL Server 2008 & SQL Server 2005) Compare
XML documents Compare SQL Server databases or DTS packages (SQL Server 2008 or 2008 R2) Compares two or more
databases or DTS packages, database or package sources Compares two or more schema document. Compares SQL Server
database schemas with XML schema documents Compares SQL Server databases with DTS packages Compares SQL Server
databases or DTS packages with XML schema documents Eliminates duplicated data and data integrity issue Compares SQL
Server databases with different edition and versions, e.g. 2008 and 2012 Compares SQL Server databases with SQL Server
Analysis Services Compares SQL Server databases with Oracle Compares SQL Server databases with Oracle schema Compare
SQL Server databases or DTS packages with SQL Server Analysis Services or Oracle Compares SQL Server database schemas
with XML schema documents Compares two or more SQL Server databases or DTS packages with SQL Server Analysis
Services or Oracle Compares SQL Server databases with Oracle Compares SQL Server databases with SQL Server Analysis
Services Compares SQL Server databases with Oracle schema Compares SQL Server database schemas with XML schema
documents Compares SQL Server databases or DTS packages with SQL Server Analysis Services or Oracle Compares SQL
Server databases or DTS packages with Oracle schema Detects schema changes Detects duplicate data Detects schema changes
Detects differences in database instances Detects changes in column definitions Detects changes in table definitions Detects
changes in XML schema documents Detects changes in DTS packages Detects schema changes in SQL Server databases or DTS
packages Detects schemas compatible with databases of SQL Server editions Detects changes in metadata 09e8f5149f
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SST is a command-line application that will allow you to generate and display schema diffgram(s) in any SQL Server database.
It will also optionally generate create and alter script(s) to apply these schema changes to any other SQL Server database. There
are many ways in which you can use the SST to get the most out of it, so we've included a comprehensive manual describing
how to use the tool. The SST Tools include: * Export and Import tool for database changes * Sql Schema Comparer tool for
comparing any SQL Server database, DTS package, or even data * Generate update script to apply any database changes to any
other SQL Server database. * Generate schema create script for archival or source control purposes * Generate schema compare
scripts for external validation * Generate schema diffgram(s) from one SQL server database to another * Generate schema
diffgram(s) of specific tables or columns from one SQL server database to another * Generate schema diffgram(s) for any
columns of tables * Generate generic database diffgram(s) of any columns of tables * Generate generic SQL database
diffgram(s) * Generate generic VFP diffgram(s) * Generate XML diffgram(s) or data diffgram(s) * Generate schema create
scripts for archival or source control * Generate schema compare scripts for external validation * Generate schema compare
scripts for SQL Server 2005 * Generate schema compare scripts for SQL Server 2008 * Generate schema compare scripts for
SQL Server 2008 R2 * Generate schema compare scripts for SQL Server 2012 * Generate schema compare scripts for SQL
Server 2014 * Generate schema compare scripts for SQL Server 2016 * Generate schema compare scripts for SQL Server 2017
* Generate schema compare scripts for SQL Server 2019 * Generate schema compare scripts for SQL Server * Generate
schema compare scripts for.NET based databases * Generate schema diffgram(s) for any database schema * Generate schema
diffgram(s) for table schema * Generate schema diffgram(s) for column schema * Generate schema diffgram(s) for table
structure schema * Generate schema diffgram(s) for column structure schema * Generate schema diffgram(s) for trigger
schema * Generate schema diffgram(s) for view schema * Generate

What's New in the Sql Schema Tool?

Sql Schema Tool is an XML schema generator from Microsoft that makes it easy to create SQL Server databases and associated
DTS packages. This tool is really capable of doing one of the most difficult tasks for every database project, the compare/merge
of the DB schema to the XML schema or other schema document. SST, like all powerful schema or migration tools has to do a
lot of things on its own but there is one thing that is not, it's simplicity. It's a tool that you use in order to do more work for you.
SST makes it super easy to quickly create a XML schema from a snapshot of your SQL Database or database, as well as
compare that document against one of many available and pre-defined XML schema documents. But what most of us would
want to do is do this process manually, with the exception of maybe a simple package and database, then just run SST once and
get the job done. The problem is that SST takes up a lot of disk space, is not very configurable, and it's not really great for
managing the tasks. But you know what is really great? A GUI. A GUI is just what the software needed. For SQL Server 2005
and 2008, we all know that with SQL Server Management Studio (SSMS), you can really easily import and export data (via the
Import and Export Wizard) and perform SQL Server tasks on a database. So we thought, why not combine those two to create a
GUI to manage and control SST? If you use SSMS to manage your database or database package, why would you not want to
have SSMS manage or control SST? Introducing the SnapSST GUI: The GUI makes it incredibly easy to perform all of your
schema and migration work right from the GUI. In this tool, SST only takes up what it needs to take up and doesn't get in the
way. Go to the SQL Server Object Browser and click on the "Export" tab. At the top of the dialog box, you will find Export
Settings, and if you expand that, you will see a button on the bottom of the dialog box called "Edit Export Settings". Click on
that and you will get a dialog box that allows you to easily define what you want to do and what not. You can tell SSMS to
export things as text, XML, even as an SQL script to your script folder. The thing to keep in mind, is that at the very
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